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Justice and Vulnerability in Europe contributes to the

understanding of justice in Europe from both a theoretical

and empirical perspective. It shows that Europe is falling

short of its ideals and justice-related ambitions by

repeatedly failing its most vulnerable populations.

‘Justice is o�en thought of as a theoretical concern of

philosophers and social theorists. �is book vitalizes

discussions about justice and makes them accessible to a

broader audience in a truly inspiring way. Impressive and

convincing, it brings philosophers together with legal

scholars and sociologists to discuss the realities and injustices in a Europe and EU formed by

di�erent welfare regimes and austerity policies. It invites us to re�ect on whether we can think

of a European theory of justice taking into account its historical, cultural and institutional legacy

– and its diversity. It’s a fantastic book, a “must read” for scholars – and students – interested in

justice, Europe and the EU, marginalization, discrimination, care and recognition.’

– Hanne Marlene Dahl, Roskilde University, Denmark

‘Here is a highly anticipated book. Among its innumerable qualities, let’s stress three of them:

it’s the result of a very robust research project (ETHOS), which articulates theoretical re�ections

and results of in-depth empirical studies; it formulates an analytical framework in Europe and for

Europe; last but not least, it suggests a non-ideal, contextual and critical approach to social

justice. An approach that is reachable for social actors, especially the most vulnerable. What a

breath of intellectual fresh air! �is book should circulate in all hands: those of researchers as

well as those of citizens, those of activists and those of political leaders. �e EU is in crisis?

Nothing but an additional reason to dive into this fundamental and highly stimulating book.

More than a book: a cornerstone. To read and study … urgently.’

– Matthieu de Nanteuil, UCLouvain, Belgium

‘�is very substantial book – both in size and content – takes us on a critical path. Based on a

largely European context, examining the “entities and activities” of groups and institutions, the

authors ask how a theory of justice links to the messy reality on the ground: for example, how in

practice, as opposed to theory, do we recognize others as equals; a particularly pertinent

question at a time of the global Black Lives Matter movement. �is is a deeply researched,

thoughtful and compelling book which should be of value to both philosophers and those who, in

everyday practice, attempt to promote a practice, however complex and messy, which meets

the needs of the most vulnerable in our society.’

– Gary Craig, Newcastle Law School, UK
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